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Eliza Vitale FOUND!
After receiving an
anonymous tip last Saturday, police discovered Miss Eliza Vitale
in an abandoned house.
She was bound and
gagged, but apparently
unharmed.
The house was located
in an unsavory area off
of OBT. It was completely gutted and devoid of everything but
the paint on the walls.
Even the light fixtures
and electrical outlets
were gone. The house
was also devoid of any
signs of occupation,

fingerprints and was
apparently scrubbed
clean by a mixture of
bleach and ammonia.

There was no sign of
the kidnappers and
when questioned, Miss
Eliza wan unable to
answer any questions
about either her abduction or where she has
been all this time.
As for the name of the
man she was seen with
at EDBD, she has refused to give his identity to the police.
“I just want to return to
normalcy,” she has stat-

ed to the press.
The police are stumped
as to who her abductors were and what they
wanted, as no demands
were made.

Special points of
interest:
 More Police Patrols
happening now to
bbcombat crime!
 “Spruce Up Orlando” is
going full force!
 It’s Official, Orlando has
a Serial Killer on the
loose!

She was bound and
gagged, with no sign
of the kidnappers.

UCF and Florida State Team Up to Clean Lake Eola
An anonymous
underway and
donor has funthe lake is
neled millions of
improving
dollars to both
steadily.
chemistry
It is unknown
departments of
how long the
Florida State and
clean-up will
UCF, with
take, but it is
instructions to
hoped that
Biochemists are busy working to find a
spend the money
Lake Eola will
solution to the lakes poisoning.
on finding a solube ready in time
tion to lake poisoning.
schools have descended
for Fourth of July
upon Lake Eola.
So, as of last Monday,
celebrations.
biochemists from both The cleanup effort is
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Police Increase Patrols in “Spruce Up Orlando” Project
Police Chief Gulpkin has
increased Police patrols in the
I-4 and 408 areas as well as in
the Fashion Square Mall.

By working together, “Spruce
Up Orlando” will make this
city a prime tourist attraction
again!

Increased Officer presence
has cut down crimes and
helped to increase the safety
of these areas.

For those wishing to join the
ranks of the police, a new class
is starting at the Police Academy this August.

The “Spruce Up Orlando”
project has also increased the
“Neighborhood Watch ” and
the “Citizens On Patrol”
programs available.
Anyone interested in joining
the “Citizens on Patrol”
program should apply in

Increase Police presence is
decreasing crime.
person at the Police Station.
If you would like to have the
“Neighborhood Watch”
program added to your neighborhood, please contact the
Sheriff’s department.

Any citizen can help out with
the “See Something, Say Something” program as well.
If you see a crime committed,
see a crime in progress, or just
see suspicious behavior,
remember to call the hotline
and report it immediately.

Trans Orlando Railway Upgrade in Trouble
Construction was
begun on the
Trans Orlando
Railway as
planned but has
now hit a snag.

transportation audit.

This would
not normally
be an issue
but due to
Discrepancies
found
in
Although early in
certain,
Audit halt upgrade.
the planned
undisclosed
construction, the
discrepancies
train station is now under a
that have been found early

in the audit, all construction
has been halted, and trains
grounded while a further
investigation is underway.
This is both inconvenient
timing and unfortunate for
all the workers who are now
on hold while they await
permission to continue their
work.

Sky Zone Trampoline Park of Orlando

Sky Zone is the
world’s first indoor tram-

poline
park.
We’re
the inventors
of “fun
fitness” and the makers
of trampolines as far as

the eye can see. We give
you one of the greatest
workouts ever combined
with awesome, healthy
fun. We’ve been voted
the number one “out of
the box” workout and the
“best party ever.”
Continued on pg. 3
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Serial Killer Continues to Evade Police
It has been confirmed, we have a
serial killer among
us.

Islands, Polynesia,
there were some
warring tribes that
sometimes
practiced exocannibalism.

The killing spree
continues and
more bodies are
found on a disturbingly continual
basis.

The historian and
author W.D.
Rubinstein, wrote:

“It was considered a

The fist twenty
great triumph among
But this is the modern world! Cannibals do not
victims where
the Marquesans to
belong here! Orlando may have its very own
found badly maneat the body of a dead
gled and appeared
Cannibal Serial Killer!
man. They treated
to have been killed
their captives with
with a sharp, pointy item.
thought that quick deaths have
great cruelty. They broke their
lost their appeal and the sicko
The mutilation has changed.
legs to prevent them from
has upped their “game.”
Now the killer appears to
attempting to escape before being
maim the victims and then
Exocannibalism is the act of
eaten, but kept them alive so that
proceeds to consume flesh,
consuming the flesh of your
they could brood over their imeventually killing the victim.
enemy, or victim, in order to
pending fate. ... With this tribe,
observe their power or characA fourth body has been found
as with many others, the bodies of
teristics.
this way and Police Chief
women were in great demand.”
Gulpkin vows to find the culAs for why the killer is now
So the question is, are we
prit.
practicing exocannibalism is a
dealing with someone is who is
matter of speculation.
Although he will not comment,
just mentally disturbed who
it is suspected that all of these
Cannibalism of any form is not has sicko tendencies or do we
crimes have been committed
generally found in the United
have an actual serial killer
by the same killer. It is
States, but in the Marquesas
cannibal among us?

Continued from page 2: Sky Zone
Experience WOW – the
weightlessness of bouncing, flipping and landing
in a pit filled with 10,000
foam cubes.
We are dedicated to
providing you with the
pure joy that comes with
flying. We are sky lovers,
thrill seekers and people

who believe that jumping
is freedom. We believe
fitness can be fun and
play can be smart. We are
healthy and bursting with
energy. We fly high and
keep it safe. We are Sky
Zone.
Sky Zone offers open
jump, a SkySlam court,

SkyRobics fitness classes,
Ultimate Dodgeball
(when available) and the
SkyRiser bungee trampoline.
For just about any age, shape
or size, Sky Zone is the ultimate 3-D play experience!

The Orlando Tribune,
Keeping you informed
with what is happening
in the City Beautiful!

Orlando By Night
All the information is
on the webpage.

OC MOMENT
This is an In-Character Newspaper that has been created for Orlando By-Night
Live Action Role Play Group. For more information go to the Orlando By-Night
website.
In it, you will find articles and ads that relate to the game.

ST EMAILS
John Quest:
gamestuff2@yahoo.com
Alex Janesick
ajanesick@gmail.com

Look Closely and see how many Clues you can find inside!
On behalf of the Orlando By-Night Staff, we would like to thank you for your
participation and hope you have fun playing!

Happy Hunting!

THE ZOMBIE CRAZE HITS AN ALL NEW HIGH
Halloween comes early to
O-Town this year. A zombie has been reported,
hanging out at the Greenwood Cemetery.

While no one has taken
credit of the prank, the
sightings continue and
speculation is running
rampant.

Multiple sightings
of this character
has been reported,
and pictures are
going viral on the
social medias.

could be getting a glimpse
of what is to come.
We would love to have
Warner Brothers back in
Central Florida and who
would not enjoy a
long awaited sequel to the 1999
film.

One of the oldest cemeteries in Orlando, it is
located at 1603 Greenwood Street.

One older couple
even called in a
report to the police when
the prank included the
zombie eating what appeared to be a cat.

Organization

No apparent sacrifices,
zombies or dead cats were
discovered though when
the cops responded.

Perhaps Orlando will be
the staging point for a
zombie movie. Or maybe
they will be making another “House on Haunted
Hill” and using the Greenwood Cemetery as a back
drop. In which case, we

Calls made to
Warner Brothers
has been met with
“No comment”

replies.
So keep your fingers
crossed and watch out for
zombies!
Sweet dreams are made of
Zombies!

